CAR Week Three Updates

- Tutorial: "How to Record an Animal Tested PRIOR to September 2017" has been uploaded to the AWA website along with the Upload tool for larger requests. This tutorial will show you how to request registration on animals that have been parent verified prior to September 2017.

- Embryo Inventory - To make recording of future ET calves easier, please use the Embryo Inventory function in DB. You can find Embryo Inventory under Herd Mgmt/Breeding/Embryo Inv.

- Heifers Due to Calve in Spring 2018 - If you have heifers due to calve this spring season and they do not show up in your enrollment list, create a "breeding" for that heifer (i.e. pasture exposure or AI). You can find Pasture Exposure and AI under Herd Mgmt/Breeding/Pasture Exposed. Once completed, the heifer will move to your CAR inventory for enrollment.

- Heifers due to calve in Spring 2018 (ET) - If you have heifers due to calve this spring season and they do not show up in your enrollment list, add the embryo to your Embryo Inventory, then transfer the embryo to the heifer. You can find Embryo Inventory and Embryo Transplant under Herd Mgmt/Breeding/Embryo Inv and Herd Mgmt/Breeding/Embryo Transplant. Once completed, the heifer will move to your CAR inventory for enrollment.

- Invoicing through DB - We are currently reconciling the invoicing through DB. This will take several days to complete, but at completion the invoicing through DB will be up to date and correct. We will send notification when this has been completed.